
Trust in Gantrex to keep your crane on track!

We have a wide variety of spare parts for your STS and Yard Cranes. Our engineers are eager to 
enhance your crane’s performance through analysis of original parts and systematic improvements 
of either materials or fabrication techniques. We can also manufacture any part as per the original 
drawings if you have them. No drawings no problem, our engineers can use the latest measuring 
techniques to ensure the new parts fit like a glove. 

As with all Gantrex products, our spare parts come with our technical expertise, quality guarantee, 
on time delivery and installation support where needed. We use industry best practices to design 
and supply: wheels, sheaves, drums and rollers.

PORT CRANE SOLUTIONS
Spare Parts

Wheels

Gantrex can supply all types of 
crane wheels, whether your trolley 
is rope or motor driven it makes no 
difference to us, Gantrex will keep 
you on track!
We can supply both trolley and 
Gantry wheels to the original 
drawings or have our engineers 
analyze  the wear on your wheels 
and come up with recommendations 
for improvements. Our engineers 
and technicians have decades 
of experience in assembling and 
maintaining cranes, they have what 
it takes to understand the issues 
on your wheels and recommend 
improvements that will improve the 
durability of the system as a whole. 
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Sheaves

Gantrex uses specialized fabrication 
techniques to ensure the necessary high 
wear surfaces are hardened to increase its 
durability. It is always recommended to 
have the sheaves fabricated from a solid 
piece rather than multiple pieces welded to 
avoid premature failure at the welds. 

Drums

Gantrex can supply the main, boom and 
trolley drums for your cranes, the drums 
can be supplied from your original drawings 
or we can apply our engineering skills and 
provide you with drums that fit like a glove 
if you don’t have your original drawings 
handy. 

Rollers

Rollers are extremely high wear items as 
they protect the crane wire ropes from 
wearing on the crane’s steel structure. It 
is always good practice to have a few too 
many rollers in your stock and Gantrex 
can help you in acquiring all the rollers 
you may need! 
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